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Remote Sensing of Snow: A Four Act Play 

RICHARD KELLY1 

ABSTRACT 

Remote sensing can be used effectively to address big science questions regarding the role of 

snow in the hydrological cycle. Remote sensing has helped us to understand how snow moderates 

the planetary energy budget through its reflective properties. It has also helped to provide estimates 

of increasingly critical water supply storage in snowmelt-dominated catchments. Remote sensing, 

therefore, can be used to characterize “more or less” where snow is and how much is there. In 

addition, the question about when has snow reached a ripening phase can also be considered using 

remote sensing observations. 

But the “more or less” clause above is important and perhaps signifies qualified equivocation in 

the use of remote sensing for snow hydrologic science. The root of this equivocation is a function 

of the history of how remote sensing has evolved for estimating snow. In essence there has been no 

dedicated snow remote sensing mission. Snow scientists have been required to leverage instruments 

of opportunity for their means which has led to the “if you build it they will come” approach to 

remote sensing of snow. Yet progress can only be made so far; these instruments of opportunity 

were designed for completely different applications and the measurement physics were never tuned 

to snow. Hence the “more or less” clause. However, over the years, snow scientists have been keenly 

interested the interplay between field-based snow research and technological innovation which has 

led to advances in: (i) in situ field-based snow measurement technologies; (ii) snow remote sensing 

observation technologies; (iii) snow modelling technologies (physics of radiation interactions with 

snow and snow hydrology).  

From the initial impetus of using instruments of opportunity to the active exploration of innovative 

techniques, this paper characterizes the development of remote sensing of snow in a manner that 

could be seen as remarkably similar to the structure of a four act play. Act 1: “the inciting incident”. 

An existing satellite observing instrument, specifically designed and operated for another purpose, 

is deemed to hold promise for observing snow. Science is set along a path to explore remote sensing 

as a viable hydrological measurement tool. Act 2: “the pinch point”. Progress is constricted at the 

realization that the nature of the remote sensing of snow is more challenging than initially thought 

as science begins to uncover the complex electromagnetic response of snow. Act 3: “a turn for the 

worse”. Field experiments and model representations of snow indicate snow to be significantly more 

complex than originally conceived in the form of an elaborate time-varying three dimensional 

electromagnetic medium that can only be accurately characterized by tuned observing instruments 

and mature modelling technologies. Act 4: “the denouement”. Based on research and technological 

innovation, a new mission is conceived that surpasses the “more or less” clause and provides high 

quality and robust snow observations that are capable of being used unequivocally. The End. The 

paper leaves it to the reader to decide where they think we are currently placed in this four act play. 
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